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About This Game

Critically praised by reviewers and gamers alike, King Arthur was received as one of the biggest surprises to emerge on the
gaming scene in 2010. Now the Fantasy/Roleplaying RTS returns in a sequel set to push the boundaries of the genre even

further.
Our story begins long after young Arthur pulled the enchanted sword out of the stone, united the war-torn land of Britannia,
gathered the Knights of the Round Table and secured peace in Camelot aided by the might of the Holy Grail. Where legends

normally end, King Arthur II begins on its own gruesome tale...

Key Features

Dark fantasy setting. King Arthur is now the Maimed King, trying to mend a land torn asunder as he strives to heal
himself.

Intense boss fights, where the hero’s forces are pitted against unique and terrifying foes.

Lose yourself in a stunning story that unfolds over a huge 3D campaign map featuring knightly quests and other special
events

Wide range of camera control options, a revised animations and an extensive tutorial creating a more accessible and
visually stunning experience
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Experience huge real-time battles featuring thousands of soldiers and flying fantasy monsters

Battle enemies which employ unique war tactics and cast fantastic spells

Your choices will unlock special content, spells and units with plenty of new and unique possibilities with every choice

Lead major heroes who possess extraordinary powers
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Title: King Arthur II: The Role-Playing Wargame
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
NeocoreGames
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 27 Jan, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP with SP3; Windows Vista with SP2; Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (2 GHz) or equivalent AMD CPU

Memory: 1.5 GB RAM (XP) or 2 GB RAM (Vista, Win7)

Hard Disk Space: 16 GB

Video Card: ATI 3850 512MB; Nvidia 8800GT 512MB

DirectX®: 9.0c or higher

Sound: DirectX 9c compliant sound card

Additional: Nvidia (AGEIA) PhysX

English
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Beware: like me, you may be unable to actually play this game.
For some reason, the list shown under "New Campaign" remains empty.
Although this is a known bug, none off the proposed fixes online worked for me.... GHOSTS, ARTHUR, AND ROME. JUST
LIKE THE HISTORICAL FACTS!. I like this game.. A hot steamy pile of crap.. I think we can sum this up with the question,
"Why did I even bother?" Diplomacy? Slave to the story line, "Why did I bother?" Quest choices? The same. make the choice
that fit the story line or, "Why did I bother?"

If my choices don't matter, I may as well play CoD.. good graphics, intense fights. Just right up my street.
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I enjoyed this RTS, it has some really cool mechanics and the quests inside it are rather immersive.

The game, however, lacks replayability. Considering how cheap it is, I'd recommend it.. This game is recommended for ppl that
loves RPG games, the whole game has an beautiful history, and a cool theme . Have been playing for a while and i can call it a
good game , but only if you pay a good price for it. After some hours you just dont care anymore with the quests and story
things , you just click the first option that appears and go to a battle, that happens a lot, and often you realize that the previous
options wouldn't make a difference after all .The battle is a problem, if you compare the role-play battle mechanics of this game
with some other of the same style like Total War etc.. you'll find the game stays behind on that point . Well , just as i said, its
worth buying it on a promo or something like that , you will like it and wont regret after all.

7.5/10 :). This review is about King Arthur II:The Role playing Wargame but in the current Steam deal other Arthurian games
are included and they seem pretty good as well, just older..First up the game looks pretty good,runs fine in Windows 7 64 bit,it
even manages to look,I think,like Britain.Nah I don't mean its raining all the time and the M25 wagon track is gridlocked yet
again I mean the green and pleasant land aspects of Britain.Battles are fine, lots of units, control is ok I would like to get in a bit
closer but can not unfortuneatly,might be me, but the usual Total War tricks don't get you at some footmans armoured shoulder.
Never mind. Also may not be the best game for the seriously paranoid as your magic seems pretty damned feeble but what the
AI is zapping you with is whamo straight off the main grid.Music fine, voice acting ok,role play seems to be choose between
ending up a really nice guy or a complete card carrying prat and the only bug I have encountered so far is that start and end the
game will lock up promptly if you don't move your mouse.Other than that this is lots of pretty good wargamery for not much
cash with the current deal. Check it out......
Catshit.
Mokeyshit.
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